My dear Spencer,

The petition came upon me as a great surprise. It is simply splendid. I am going to write to the Spot to let me know the original whether they grant my leave or not. I don't think they will refuse leave but so far they have made no reply. From the time they are taking to consider the matter I am inclined to think they have some idea of helping with funds. Tell you don't want to help but if it means handing over our material for publication by a firm through one of the local firm printers.
[Handwritten text not legible]
Stories of alas, treachery! She is afraid that we shall have some serious talk. How does Broadwater look at it? That combination difficulty in forming any sort of this here consent on their part; fear about the health of the troop. I feel that it must come off that we shall find means I doing good work - splendid work in fact - feel confident. No more. To justify the friendship, remarks to the President. Shall be delighted to have you here in fact it all over, but if you could I showed that paper you referring your mind much help relations. She would perhaps like to see you it only to have the satisfaction of giving you a piece of her mind a for deceiving me - I am not marrying
about the fellowship of The Middle
Institute, about your care. This
shame whether I get it or not.
If it come along now, I would appear to be prettily
reasoned by way of afterthought as
its value would therefore be much
determined in my eyes. All here
are open to add a line if
my news reaches me later.

I am not a poet; none of the
poetry I can tell what is coming
during parliament, as they have now
off day yesterday. Today Part
not selling. Today's Advertiser
contains a paragraph to the effect
that your Premier is prepared to
favorably consider my request
from the University Council with.
regard to proceeding to pay the
amount towards for you.
Yet some hours and it
be difficult, now that I send a
only now in my £120. It is difficult
man as early as possible.
Sure from the kindness the
little chaps are growing apart.
Indeed regards to Miss
German Class at the girls
Sholto.

all most don't know
pains in hand another
work. We took and on pressure. You were
merely turned pretty well to
understood it. I thought as noticed
will be at the graduation. Was
summer and was reminded
afterwards pleasant at work.